Dream Boat

Words & Music by
MILDRED WHITE WALLACE

Valse Moderato

Shadows are falling
Cross ripples tide our

love birds are calling, Murmuring breeze whispers low,
dream-boat will glide, while Stars over head watch will keep,

Moonlight is beaming stars brightly gleaming,
In this canoe adrift dear with you, waves
Come dear away let us go,
Softly will lull us to sleep,

CHORUS Dreamily

Come sail away in my dream boat,

Far from the world we must go,
Tenderly

my arms will hold you;
While whispers come soft and
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low Love light from your dear eyes gleam-
ing,
Like twin stars will guide us through

Far o'er life's sea, sail away dear with me, In this dream boat I've

made for you
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